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Welcome To My 2018 Home Buyers Guide
This comprehensive guide will show  you the important advantages of  stepping into the Central New Jersey  

housing  market with confidence and how to find that perfect home for you  and your family

I wrote this Home Buyers Guide with the hope it would prove to you that I have the knowledge and
experience to be your Realtor. If you’re looking to find the right real estate agent, a great mortgage
program and the knowledge you need to achieve your goal of homeownership - you have the right
information in your hands with my home buyer’s guide.

There are many reasons for homeownership but one of the top reasons is that owning real estate is
simply a great investment. With renting real estate, your money is gone after you pay the landlord. With
buying Real Estate - It's yours - you own it. You are paying to have an asset. You can also deduct the
cost of the interest on your mortgage loan from your federal income taxes. It is one of the biggest tax
deductions we have in the United States.

Other great reasons to own a home are: the freedom to live how you want to live, the equity you gain
through natural home appreciation and from home improvements; stable monthly payments and the
simple pride of homeownership.
Who is going to help you accomplish your dream of owning a home? I am! Why? Because I have become
a residential Real Estate specialist helping homeowners and buyers fulfill their dreams. Year after year I
get local, regional and national awards just for assisting my clients with their Real Estate needs.
Why Keller Williams? Deciding to sell or buy a home is a big step. Averaging three times the production
and more advanced industry education than other agents, Keller Williams Associates are truly “The Real
Estate Leaders®” in quality customer service. Customer satisfaction is reflected in their high, industry-
leading rate of repeat and referral business.
Affiliation with the global Keller Williams network provides Associates with multiple competitive 
advantages in serving  your real estate needs. From national television advertising 
to personal advertising controlled by Associates, Keller  Williams enjoys 
brand-name recognition worldwide.
Belonging to the real estate network with the most market presence and
market share, Keller Williams Associates  have the most to offer you.
Keller Williams is the number 1 Real Estate company in the world - and it’s
undisputed.
I want to be your Realtor! But if not - I hope my Home Buyers Guilde will assist 
you achieving your goal. of  living the "American Dream" of homeownership.

All The Best,
Courtney Orlando, Realtor® - Sales Associate

“Covering All of Central New Jersey”
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1. Home Ownership Brings Wealth over Time
We were always taught growing up that owning a home is a financially savvy move. Forced Savings, 
Build Equity,  Expand and Improve.

2. You Build Equity Every Month
Every month you make a mortgage payment a portion of what you pay reduces the amount you owe. 
That  reduction of your mortgage every month increases your equity.

3. You  Reap Mortgage Tax Deduction Benefits
Mortgage deduction: The federal tax code allows homeowners to deduct the mortgage interest from 
their tax  obligations. For many people this is a huge deduction, since interest payments can be the 
largest component of  your mortgage payment in the early years of owning a home.

4. Some closing cost deductions
The first year you buy your home, you are able to claim the points (also called origination fees) on your 
loan, no  matter whether they are paid by you or the seller. And because origination fees of 1 percent 
or more are common,  the savings are considerable.

5. Property tax is deductible
Real estate property taxes paid on your primary residence and a vacation home are fully deductible for 
income tax  purposes.

6. Tax Deductions for Home Equity Lines
In addition to your mortgage interest, you can deduct the interest you pay on a home equity loan. This 
allows you  to shift your credit card debts to your home equity loan, pay a lower interest rate than
what credit companies  charge.

9. Long Term Buying Is Better Than Renting
In the first few years, it may be cheaper to rent. But over  time, as the interest portion of your 
mortgage payment  decreases, the interest that you pay will eventually be  lower than the rent you 
would been paying. But more  importantly, you are not throwing away all that money  on rent. You live 
someplace, so instead of paying off  your landlord’s home or building, pay off your own!

Benefits of Owning a Home?

7.    You  Get a Capital Gains Exclusion
If you buy a home to live in as your primary residence  
for more than two years then you will qualify. Check 
with your accountant for latest deduction limits. 
Mortgage Is Like a Forced Saving Plan
Paying that mortgage every month and reducing the a  
mount of your principal is like a forced savings plan. 
Each month you are building up more valuable equity  
in your home. In a sense, you are being forced to save 
—and that’s a good thing.
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What Can I Deduct?

You can deduct the following payments for a personal residence:

Your property taxes. Don’t forget to include any taxes you may have reimbursed the seller for.  These 
are taxes the seller had already paid before you took ownership. You won't get a 1098 report listing these 
taxes. Instead, that amount will be shown on the settlement sheet.

The mortgage interest on your primary residence, as well as on a second residence. (There are limits, 
but relatively few taxpayers are affected.)

The interest on up to $100,000 borrowed on a home equity loan or home equity line of credit, 
regardless of the reason for the loan.

Points that you paid when you purchased the house (or those that you convinced the seller to pay for 
you).

The amount paid for Mortgage Insurance Premiums, but only for policies issued after 2006.

Home improvements required for medical care.

How much can I save?

The actual amount of money you save on your annual income tax bill depends on a variety of factors:

Your filing status (single, head of household, married filing jointly, married filing separately)

Your standard deduction amount

Your other itemized deductions

Your taxable income

Your home-related itemized deductions, plus your other itemized deductions must add up to more than 
the standard deduction or they won't save you any money.

What can't I deduct?

You can't deduct the following payments for a personal residence:

Dues to a homeowners association

Insurance on your home

Appraisal fees for your home

The cost of improvements to your home, except in the relatively rare case where they qualify as a 
medical expense. (But keep those receipts. They may help reduce your taxes when you sell your home.)

Home Ownership Income Tax Deductions
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Is Now A Good Time to Buy?
If you’re financially qualified, your timing couldn’t be better. In fact, few markets have ever offered 

the kindsof  opportunities that currently exist for first-time home buyers,because:

 In many areas home prices are down generally
 Mortgage rates are historically low. You might be able to lock-in at a very low rate on a 30-year

mortgage!
 There is a large listing inventory generally – i.e. plenty of homes to choose from
 There are many foreclosed homes and distress sale listings available at greatly reduced prices
 There could be many builder liquidations – i.e. new homes – available at greatly reduced prices

So the bottom line is that if you are currently renting but really want to own a home, this is a fantastic time
to buy. And  again, you may qualify to buy and not know it. So talk to a knowledgeable, experienced
REALTOR® about your options.  Your REALTOR® will not only be able to guide you towards getting all the 
financial support you qualify for, but you’ll  also get the scoop on the many and various great real estate
opportunities currently available.

Not only that, but in case you didn’t know, all the work that a REALTOR® does to help
you find,  finance, and purchase a home won’t cost you a penny – it’s all paid for

by the seller!

Interest Rates are at Historic Lows! Now is a great time to buy a home!
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Buying a home is a major step - especially if it is your first home! There’s a lot you need to know to make the right  
decisions – and also to avoid making the wrong ones. And that’s particularly true in this current buyers’market,
when  there are so many homes available and sellers have such diverse motivations.

Without question, owning a home comes with responsibilities and risks that you don’t have to worry about when
you  rent, such as a mortgage, taxes, homeowner’s insurance, maintenance and repairs, to name a few. However, 
for most  of us, there are far more advantages toowning:

• Historically, it has trended that over time, you’ll lose money by renting instead of owning your own home. Why
not  build up equity in a home instead of paying your landlord’s mortgage

• Although there are periodic market drops, historically owning a home has been a prime financial investment

• You can take advantage of many ongoing tax benefits, like deducting the interest on your mortgage and
property  taxes from your income tax

• Owning a home isn’t just a good investment in financial terms, it’s also an investment in a higher quality of life –
particularly if you have a family or if you’re planning one

• There is a special kind of pride in the ownership and upkeep of a home that you won’t get with renting

Owning Versus Renting

1st Month Rent, Security & Commission - $$$$’s
Soaring Rental Prices!
Bye Bye Money!
Neighbors Come and Go!
No Privacy
Limited Homes that Allow Pets

Low Down payments Possible!
Stable Payments
Home Equity Build Up!
Tax Advantages
A Place To Call Your Own
All The Pets You Want! 
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Several factors influence the housing market, including mortgage interest rates, inflation, 
employment, investment, construction, immigration, government assistance programs, 

and the health of local and world economies. There are three classifications experts use to 
describe the balance of supply and demand in the housing market:

Seller's Market
A seller’s market is simply a property market that benefits the seller. In a seller’s market, there’s a 
scarcity of properties, which can drive up the price of homes, especially in desirable locations.

Buyer's Market
In contrast, a buyer’s market is when there are many more homes for sale than there are buyers. As a 
result, prices increase slower than the long-term average rate of inflation. In extreme circumstances 
this can cause prices to decline. Typically this is indicated by a sales-to-active listings ratio below 12%.
A buyer’s market is the opposite of the seller’s market. If you’re buying at this time you’ll be spoiled 
for choice as the supply of homes on the market exceeds the number of buyers, giving you the 
chance to score a fantastic deal.

Here are some signs of a buyer’s market:
Inventory that is high when compared to previous months and/or years
Homes are selling more slowly
More than six months in inventory on the market
Sales prices are shrinking
Fewer sales are taking place
Real estate ads are growing in size, giving more details and/or images
“For Sale” signs are staying longer, meaning the days on the market are longer too

Sellers Market Versus Buyers Market

Here are some signs of a seller’s market:
Low inventory when compared to previous 
months and/or years
Homes are selling faster
Less than six months of inventory on the 
market
More homes are selling
Median sales prices are growing
Less information in real estate ads; just the 
bare details
“For Sale” signs don’t stay up long before 
being replaced with “pending” or “sold”
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Balanced Market
A balanced market occurs when supply and demand are about the same, with home prices rising in line 
with long-term average rate of inflation. Typically this is indicated by a sales-to-active listings ratio between 
12% and 20%

One important thing to remember about the property market is that it’s always in a state of change. 
Sometimes the market is favorable to buyers and sometimes it’s favorable to sellers. But don’t worry, a 
knowledgeable agent can guide you in the sale or purchase of your next home, no matter what type of 
market you’re facing.

How Do I Figure out the Months of Inventory in a Market?
1. Look for the total number of active listings for the month prior to the current one
2. Look for the total number of sold or closed transactions for the same time frame
3. Divide the total number of listings by the number of sales. This figure represents the number of months 

of inventory there are.

Do All Markets Follow the Same Cycles?
Markets are always in a state of flux. At its core, people are the driving force behind the real estate market.
For example, as more people move into a location, the more need there is for housing. If the number of 
properties in the area cannot support the number of people moving in, prices of existing homes will likely 
rise until more homes can be built. This constant change to the supply and demand in a market is how 
markets shift back and forth from being more favorable for
either buyers or sellers.

Can I Buy in a Seller’s Market?
Absolutely, but it’s not going to be a walk in the 
park. You’ll need determination, knowledge, and 
most importantly, someone on your side who 
knows the market inside and out.

Something to consider – you don’t know the 
seller’s true reasons for wanting to sell. Maybe 
there’s a divorce pending or another baby on the 
way and they need more space fast. Whatever is 
going on with the seller, a savvy agent will spot 
opportunities to help you and the seller arrive at a 
mutually agreeable solution. 
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Do You Qualify To Own?
There’s only one way to find out: go to your bank and/or another lending institution and allow them
to perform a  credit check and analyze your financialsituation.

You might be surprised to know that there are many renters who financially qualify to own their own
homes, but don’t  realize it. Are you in this category? It would be a shame if you wanted to own your own 
home, but didn’t know you  could – particularly now that there are so many wonderful opportunities.

Also, keep in mind you may be eligible for loans insured by the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) or
the Veterans  Administration (VA).

Your lender decides what you can borrow.
But you decide what you can afford.

OLIVIA AND ALEX EACH EARN $4,000 A MONTH.
TRADITIONALLY,THEIR MAXIMUM HOUSING PAYMENTS WOULD BE 28 PERCENT OF THEIR INCOMES,OR $1,120.

HOWEVER,THEIR FINANCIAL PROFILES ARE REALLY VERY DIFFERENT,  
LEADINGTHEMTOVERY DIFFERENT DECISIONS ABOUT HOW MUCHTHEY CAN AFFORD.

OLIVIA HAS $15,000 IN STUDENT LOANS, JUST  
BOUGHT A NEW CAR, AND HAS SEVERAL CREDIT  
CARDS WITHBALANCES.

ALEX’S STUDENT LOANS ARE PAID OFF, HE HAS  
LITTLE CREDIT CARD DEBT, AND HIS CAR IS AN  
ECONOMY MODEL.

Car payment $350 Car payment $200
Student loans $150 Credit card minimum +  $50
Credit card minimum + $150

Monthly nonhousing debt $650

Maximum total debt payment
(36 percent of $4,000) $1,440

– $650

Safe housing payment $790

Monthly nonhousing debt $250

Maximum total debt payment
(36 percent of $4,000) $1,440

– $250

Safe housing payment $1,190
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Mortgage payment (Principal, interest, taxes, mortgage and hazard insurance) $
Electricbill $
Heating bill $
Gas, water, sewer (if paid separately) $
Condo/association fee (if applicable) $

Food (Groceries, school/work lunches) $
Car loan $
Car insurance (Monthly amount set aside for bill) $
Fuel and maintenance $
Car repairs (Monthly amount set aside for bill) $
Other transportation (Fares, parking) $
Clothing (New clothes, dry cleaning, laundry, tailor) $
Child care (Day care, tuition, baby--sitters) $
Health care (Insurance premiums and non--covered expenses) $
Debt payments (Credit cards, student and other loans, time payments) $
Telephone $
Insurance (Other than car and health [life, disability, etc]) $
Child support $
Alimony $

Entertainment (Cable TV, restaurants, movies) $
Hobby and sport (Equipment, tickets, memberships) $
Vacation (Amount saved each month for future vacations) $
Lawn care/snow removal $

Discretionary expenses

Non--housing expenses

Gifts $
Savings (Amount set aside each month for savings) $
Donations and dues (Charity, unions, contributions) $
Other expenses $
Other expenses $

Total $
Monthly Income after Taxes $
Amount over/under budget $

Budget Planning For Home Ownership
Complete this worksheet to see how mortgage payments and

home expenses fit into your budget.
Housing expenses
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Gross income each year (for self and any co--borrowers) $ A

Enter your gross monthly income (A ÷ 12) $ B

Calculate maximum mortgage payment 1 (B x 0.33) $ C

Calculate maximum debt payment 1 (B x 0.38) $ D

Enter total monthly debt payment (credit cards, car payments, 
child support, alimony, etc)

$ E

Calculate monthly mortgage payment 2 (D--E) $ F

Your maximum monthly mortgage payment (enter the lower of C 
or F)

$ G

Monthly estimate of taxes, homeowners insurance and 
mortgage insurance 3 (A x 0.0053)

$ H

Monthly estimate of homeowner association dues 
(condominiums only) 4

$ I

Calculate your estimate maximum mortgage payment 2 (G--H--I) $ J

Calculate your estimated maximum loan amount

divided by x 1,000

(Enter J) (Payment Factor) 5

$ K

Enter total cash available for home purchase price
$ L

Calculate closing costs 6 (K x 0.05) $ M

Calculate cash available for down payment (L --       M) $ N

Calculate your maximum home purchase price (K + N) $ O

1. These perchantages are used in industry standards. Percentages may vary according to type of mortgage chosen. 
Ask your mortgage professional for details.

2. Monthly mortgage payment includes principal, interest, taxes, mortgage 
and hazard insurance.

3. Assumes a 5% down payment
4. In some cases, homeowner association dues may also be applicable on single family homes. Ask your mortgage 

professional for details.
5. Use the Payment Factor table above to find the interest rate you expect to pay on a 30--year fixed rate loan. 

Enter the factor next to this interest rate.  6 Closing costs can vary; we suggest using 5% for estimates in 
major metropolitan areas; other areas use 3%

How Much Home Can You Afford
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The Pre-Qualification and Pre-Approval Process
Pre-qualification is the first step you can take - If you want a ballpark idea of how much a bank will 
loan you so that you can shop within your price range, pre-qualification is a quick and easy way to find 
out. Most banks and credit unions will do this over the phone, and your credit history will usually not 
be checked. A loan officer asks you about your income, assets, debts and projected down payment 
and then calculates what kind of loan you'd likely qualify for. The process takes just a few minutes.

Pre-approval is more involved and usually requires an appointment. In this step, the lending 
institution gathers all the information it requires to offer you a loan, and your credit report will be 
checked; you may be charged a fee for this at the time of the appointment. You'll need to bring some 
items with you to document your identity and your assets:

 A copy of your most recent bank statements 
 Your most recent W-2 (or entire tax return if you're self-employed)
 Proof of IRAs or retirement accounts and their current balances
 Ditto for any stocks or mutual funds you own outside of retirement accounts
 Your driver's license
 The most recent month's paystub(s) from your job
 An application fee (this depends on the lender)

The result of the pre-approval process is the good faith estimate. At the end of the pre-approval 
process, if the bank looks you over and likes what it sees, you'll receive what's called a good faith 
estimate (GFE), which is a brief document spelling out the likely terms of the loan, including the 
interest rate, loan type (fixed-rate, adjustable and so on) and closing costs.

The pre-approval step may be a bit time-consuming, but you'll need to complete it with a few 
lenders in order to comparison-shop. Without a GFE, you can't truly compare terms among lenders. 
And it pays to compare -- for a loan as large as a mortgage, little things like the interest rate make a 
big difference. To negotiate for a great interest rate, reduced closing costs, or lender-paid private 
mortgage insurance, you have to make lenders compete with each other. (Lining up GFEs is also a 
good way to spot lenders who charge unnecessary fees.) So don't just accept the first offer you get --
make sure it's a good one by soliciting several in a short time period. Don't worry about nicking your 
credit score with several loan applications, because credit scoring recognizes multiple checks in quick 
succession as part of the loan-shopping process and does not penalize you.

Pre-approval does not mean the bank guarantees you the loan. It just means that you're approved to 
get loan -- unless something goes wrong. Commitment to the loan generally comes after the bank has 
had the house in question appraised to make sure the price you're paying isn't higher than the home's 
market value. 
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Home Buying Closing Costs
In addition to the down payment, buyers have to pay closing costs — miscellaneous fees charged by 
those involved with the home sale (such as your lender for processing the loan, the title company for 
handling the paperwork, a land surveyor, local government offices for recording the deed, etc.).  The 

average closing costs percentage is usually about 2-5% of the purchase price (e.g., ~$4500 on a $180,000 
home), but 1-8% is not uncommon.  

Home inspection: Its simply a must to get a home inspection to see what kind of condition the  property 
is truly in.  If the inspection turns up troubling results, you may be able to negotiate a lower sale price. 
But depending on how severe the problems are, you have the option to back out of your contract if you 
and the seller can’t come to an agreement on how to fix the issues. Home inspection fees, on average, 
range from $300 to $500.

Loan Related fees
Application fee: This covers the cost of processing your request for a new loan and includes costs such 
as credit checks and administrative expenses. The application fee varies depending on the lender and 
the amount of work it takes to process your loan application.
Assumption fee: If you take over (“assume”) the remaining balance of the seller’s mortgage, you may 

be charged a variable fee based on the balance.
Attorney’s fees: A number of states require an attorney to be present at the closing of a real estate 

purchase. Depending on how many hours the attorney works your case, the fee can vary dramatically.
Prepaid interest: Most lenders require buyers to pay the interest that accrues on the mortgage 

between the date of settlement and the first monthly payment due date, so be prepared to pay that 
amount at closing; it will depend on your loan size.

Property Related fees:
Appraisal fee: It’s important to a 
lender to know if the property is 
worth as much as the amount being 
borrowed. This is for two reasons: 
The bank needs to verify that the 
amount you need for a loan is 
justified, and the bank also wants to 
make sure it can recoup the value of 
the home if you default on your 
loan. The average cost of a home 
appraisal by a certified professional 
appraiser ranges between $300 and 
$400.
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Loan origination fee: It’s also known as an underwriting fee, administrative fee or processing fee. The 
loan origination fee is a charge by the lender for evaluating and preparing your mortgage loan. This can 
cover document preparation, notary fees and the lender’s attorney fees. Expect to pay about 1% of the 
amount you’re borrowing. A $300,000 loan, for example, would result in a loan origination fee of 
$3,000.

Expect to pay about 1% of the amount you’re borrowing for a loan origination fee.
Points: By paying points, you reduce the interest rate you pay over the life of your loan, which results in 
more competitive mortgage rates. One point equals 1% of the loan amount. So if the loan were 
$500,000, a 1-point payment would be $5,000. Generally, paying points is worthwhile only if you plan to 
stay in the home for a long time. Otherwise, the upfront cost isn’t worth it (check for yourself with our 
calculator here). 

Mortgage broker fee: If you work with a mortgage 
broker to find a loan, the broker will usually charge a 
commission as a percentage of the loan amount. The 
commission averages from 1% to 2% of the home’s 
purchase price.

Mortgage Insurance fees
Mortgage insurance application fee: If you put less than 
20% down, you may have to get private mortgage 
insurance. (PMI insures the lender in case you default; it 
doesn’t insure the home.) The application fee varies by 
lender.

Upfront mortgage insurance: Some lenders require borrowers to pay the first year’s mortgage 
insurance premium upfront, while others ask for a lump-sum payment that covers the life of the loan. 
Expect to pay from 0.55% to 2.25% of the purchase price for mortgage insurance, according to Genworth 
and the Urban Institute.

FHA, VA and USDA fees: If your loan is insured by the Federal Housing Administration, you’ll have to pay 
FHA mortgage insurance premiums; if it’s insured by the Department of Veterans Affairs or the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, you’ll pay guarantee fees. FHA insurance premiums are about 1.75% of the 
loan amount, while USDA loan guarantee fees are 2%. VA loan guarantee fees range from 1.25% to 3.3% of 
the loan amount, depending on the size of your down payment.
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Property Taxes and Insurance
Annual assessments: If your condo or homeowners association requires an annual fee, you might have 
to pay it upfront in one lump sum.

If your condo or homeowners association requires an annual fee, you might have to pay it upfront.
Homeowners insurance premium: Usually, your lender requires that you purchase homeowner’s 
insurance before settlement, which covers the property in case of vandalism, damage and so on. Some 
condo associations include insurance in the monthly condo fee. The amount varies depending on where 
you live, your home’s value, and whether it’s in a potential disaster area (such as a flood plain or 
earthquake zone).

Property taxes: Buyers typically pay two months’ worth of city and county property taxes at closing.

Title Fees
Title search fee: A title search is conducted to ensure that the person selling the house actually owns it 
and that there are no outstanding claims or liens against the property. This can be fairly labor-intensive, 
especially if the real estate records aren’t computerized. Title search fees are about $200, but can vary 
among title companies by region.

Lender’s title insurance: Most lenders 
require what’s called a loan policy; it 
protects them in case there’s an error in 
the title search and someone makes a 
claim of ownership on the property after 
it’s sold.

Owner’s title insurance: You should also 
consider purchasing title insurance to 
protect yourself in case title problems or 
claims are made on your home after 
closing.
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Selecting A Realtor
Whether you’re embarking on your first real estate transaction or you're a seasoned veteran, having the right real 

estate agent is crucial to a smooth process. But with over 2 million agents in the U.S. alone, how are you expected to 
find the right one for you?

Start by asking friends and family for referrals in your target area. Find out about their experiences and, hopefully, 
you will find a name that keeps coming up. Once you have a couple names, call the agents and set up a time to 
meet with them at their office.  Once you are face-to-face – the questions below can assist you with your decision.  

How long have you been selling real estate?
This question is key because it can lead to so much more than simply a number of years. While it is true that 
experience doesn’t necessarily equal success, real estate is a commission-based business and it would be very 
difficult for an agent to survive for a long time providing awful service. An agent who has seen many different 
situations is less likely to be rattled should any bumps be encountered down the road.

What is your average number of clients?
Or if you really want to be blunt: Do you, and will you, have enough time for me? No one wants to feel as if they’re 
thrown to the wayside while their agent is working with dozens of other clients. Does she have other team 
members who can help? Does she have a licensed assistant who can offer advice?

What is your ratio of buyers to sellers?
As you talk with agents, you will find many work with 
primarily buyers or sellers. On many teams, there are 
designated buyer agents and listing agents. While it’s 
good to know one thing very well, this can also lead to 
a limited perspective. How well can your agent be 
expected to know what a seller may be thinking if he’s 
only worked with buyers, or vice versa? Not only that, 
but should you be looking to sell your current house 
and buy another, the transactions will be much more 
seamless should one agent be able to oversee the 
entire process.

What areas do you cover?
You will likely encounter agents who are neighborhood experts and others who will travel halfway across the 
country to make a sale. It’s best to find someone in the middle. The internet now allows agents a better 
understanding of a larger territory, but doesn’t mean they can cover an entire state while maintaining intimate 
knowledge of local markets. And when working with that “neighborhood expert," they may try too hard to fit you 
into a shoe that doesn’t fit. Find someone who works both in and around your main area of interest.
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Selecting A Realtor (cont.)

Are you equipped to handle my unique situation?
Are you a long-term investor, first-time homebuyer, house flipper, or selling an estate? These are just a few of the 
unique scenarios you may find yourself and you don’t want an agent who has little to no experience in your 
specific area. Don’t be fooled by someone who answers the question with, “Don’t worry, I’ve dealt with this 
before.” Ask the agent what unique issues could arise and how she would handle them.

What type of communication should I expect from you?
At this point, you should already notice if you and the agent understand how each other communicates. Equally 
important, this should be where you both set expectations for how often you should be updated, the best 
methods to use and who all needs to be kept in the loop. These should be determined by what makes you, as the 
client, feel most comfortable.

Do you have a recommended vendors list?
An experienced agent will have developed trusted relationships with other industry professionals over a long 
period of time. From lenders and title companies to contractors and inspectors, your agent should be able to refer 
you to multiple sources so you can ultimately determine who works best for you. These should be 
recommendations, nothing more – the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act gives you the right to choose who 
you work with every step of the way.

Can I have the contact information for three references?
While an agent should be able to accurately judge the customer service provided, no one can better say than his 
past clients. Obviously, agents won’t be handing out information for clients who hated them, so take what they 
say with a grain of salt. Ask specific, open-end questions based on your priorities.

What questions do you have for me?
This is the most important question you will ask. If an agent takes the time to get to know you, your goals and your 
priorities, this is an excellent indicator he is already setting a foundation of client-centered service, for which there 
is no substitute.

Are you part of a team?
Working with a team can have many benefits, but the 
relationship you will have with the other members should be 
clarified from the get-go. Within a team, its members will 
have a wider level of experience and you will often find one 
has more intimate knowledge of specific situations than 
another. However, it should be disclosed up front if the team 
plans for you to work with one agent the duration of the 
transaction, or if you will be meeting with different people at 
different times. You shouldn’t expect to work with just one 
agent, only to find you’re passed around at every step along 
the way.
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Buyer Agency Representation
Buyer's agents are legally bound to help buyers, whereas listing agents—the agent representing the home 

listing—have a fiduciary duty to the home seller. Think about it this way: If you were getting sued, would you 
hire the same attorney as the person suing you? Of course not. You need someone who will diligently

fight for your interests and rights

A buyers agent typically works with a buyer for a few weeks to several months or longer. 
This effort includes:
Introducing the buyer to lenders and obtaining loan preapproval letters
Emailing listings that fit the buyer's requirements
Calling listing agents to determine availability
Making appointments with sellers before they show homes
Driving the buyer from one neighborhood to the next, sometimes touring up to 10 homes a day
Showing potential homes to buyers
Researching comparable sales for buyers

Finding a Buyer's Agent
Many buyers are referred by family, friends or co-workers to a buyer's agent.  A referral is the best way to 
find an agent. However, buyers who are relocating to a new area rarely have the luxury of building 
contacts quickly enough to trust a referral source. Alternatives buyers can use to find an agent are:

Internet Searches
By finding online listings of homes for sale, a buyer can quickly figure out which agents in 
certain neighborhoods list most of the homes. But that would mean those agents are likely 
to specialize in seller representation and not buyer representation. 

Open Houses
An agent hosting an open house may or may not be the listing agent. You should ask. Open 
houses provide an excellent opportunity to interact with agents and find out more about 
them. If an agent appears knowledgeable and your personalities mesh, ask for a business 
card. Then later, look up the agent's website for more information.

How Much Do Buyer’s Agents Cost?
Home buyers don't need to worry about the expense of hiring a buyer's agent. Why? Because the seller 
pays the commission for both the seller's agent and the buyer's agent.  

What is an Exclusive Buyer Agency Agreement?
Once you agree to work with an agent, you may want to sign a contract called an Exclusive Buyer Agency 
Agreement outlining the agent's services. This contract also means that this agent will be your sole 
representative and that you won't work with other buyer's agents.
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Exclusive Buyer Agency Agreements

Should You Sign an Exclusive Agreement?
Little turns off buyers faster than an agent they've looked up online who emails a buyer's broker 
agreement before they meet in person. Most buyers need to feel comfortable with an agent before 
signing. Just as a buyer's agent should want to feel that a good match is made with the buyer.

Interviewing a real estate agent can help to ease a buyer's uncertainty. But many buyers are leery of 
signing agreements because they are concerned that the relationship might not work out. They don't 
want to be stuck with a crummy agent, and that's understandable. Here are a few precautions you can 
take to relieve that anxiety:

Compromise
You can tell the agent that you prefer to spend a little time getting to know her before signing an 
exclusive buyer's broker agreement. It's reasonable to say, "Let's spend an afternoon looking at 
homes, and if I think we can work together, I'll sign an agreement with you before we go out again.”

Specify Areas and Terms
Most contracts contain a description of the property. If you are undecided about areas, you might 
want to specify the terms and area in the contract, which will allow you to work with other agents in 
other areas or at different terms. 

Ask for a Guarantee
Many agents will accommodate a guarantee if you ask. That means it's a two-way street. I guarantee 
buyers that if either of us decides that the relationship isn't working out or our personalities clash, I 
will release them from the agreement, and they can do likewise. That way you're not cemented to a 
business arrangement if the agent is too pushy, argumentative or stubborn, and I'm not just talking 
about myself.

Get It Right
Like listing agreements, buyer's broker agreements are typically bilateral, spelling out the rights and 
duties of both parties. Because bilateral contracts are essentially a promise in exchange for a promise, 
if the agent doesn't perform, the buyer may have the right to fire the agent.

Does it cost me anything to sign this agreement?
Not at all.  It just guarantees that the buyers agent will receive a  commission when you purchase a 
home.  Typically the seller pays the commission for both buyers and listing agents.     
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Dream Home Wish List
Amid all the excitement involved in buying a house, a home buying wishlistwill  help to 

organize your thoughts. It’s helpful to think of your requirements in  three columns – needs, 
wants and wishes. Needs are features that are must- haves. Wants are amenities that may 
not be must-haves, but are key factors in  your decision-making process. Your wish column 
will help define the gap  betweenthehome of your dreams and the home you can afford.

Home Size

Price Range

Bedrooms (min.) 1 2 3 4 5 5+

Bathrooms (min.) 1 2 3 4 5 5+

Floors 1 2 3 4

Location

Close toWork Need Want Wish

Close toSchool Need Want Wish

Close toHospital Need Want Wish

Close to Supermarket Need Want Wish

Close toParks Need Want Wish

Close to Restaurants Need Want Wish

Close to Highways Need Want Wish

Public Transportation Need Want Wish
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Dream Home Wish List
Neighborhood

NoTraffic Need Want Wish

VeryQuiet Need Want Wish

YoungerNeighbors Need Want Wish

OlderNeighbors Need Want Wish

Child Friendly Need Want Wish

Schools

Close toHome Need Want Wish

GoodReputation Need Want Wish

Small ClassSize Need Want Wish

SolidCurriculum Need Want Wish

Home Systems

CentralA/C Need Want Wish

Forced Hot AirHeat Need Want Wish

OilHeat Need Want Wish

BaseboardHeat Need Want Wish

School Report Websites – www.GreatSchools.net, www.SchoolReport.com, 
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Dream Home Wish List
Radiant FloorHeat Need Want Wish

WoodStove Need Want Wish

Fireplace Need Want Wish

Tankless WaterHeater Need Want Wish

CopperPlumbing Need Want Wish

SolarPower Need Want Wish

Generator Need Want Wish

SecuritySystem Need Want Wish

HomeAutomation Need Want Wish

Cable Need Want Wish

SatelliteDish Need Want Wish

Fiber OpticCable Need Want Wish

Features – Exterior

Garage Need Want Wish

Walk-OutBasement Need Want Wish

Driveway Need Want Wish

Deck Need Want Wish

ScreenedPorch Need Want Wish

FencedYard Need Want Wish
Gardens Need Want Wish
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Dream Home Wish List
Pool

Others:

Features – Interior

Need Want Wish

Open FloorPlan Need Want Wish

WoodFlooring Need Want Wish

MudRoom Need Want Wish

LaundryRoom Need Want Wish

FinishedBasement Need Want Wish

Eat-InKitchen Need Want Wish

GameRoom Need Want Wish

Office Need Want Wish

Theater Need Want Wish

MasterBedroom Need Want Wish

Master Bathroom Need Want Wish

Walk-In Closet Need Want Wish

In-lawSuite Need Want Wish
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Time To Get Started - A step-by-step guide

1. Get Organized With Your Needs and Wants
Determine why you’re buying and what kind of home you’re looking for. What town, what style of a 
home such as a  townhome, condominium or single family home. And because buying and financing a 
home are so closely related, it  also means examining your current financial situation , getting your 
records in order, make sure watch what you  spend on credit so that your rating is not affected.

2. Contact Your REALTOR® - Courtney Orlando
Buying real estate is a complex matter at the best of times, given that there are so many factors to 
consider and no  two homes or transactions are alike. However, with all the unique opportunities and 
potential pitfalls of the  current market, it’s even more important for you to contact Courtney once
you’ve defi nitely decided to buy.

Your Realtor needs to be on the same page as you. As a good Realtor - Courtney will:

 Educate you about the current market.
 Analyze your wants and needs.
 Guide you to the homes that fit your criteria.
 Negotiate on your behalf.
 Check and Double check paperwork and deadlines.
 Solve any problems that may arise.

Courtney is a very resourceful Realtor that will work hard, be honest and
always keep you - the client - first. She is an  experienced negotiator and is
very respected among her peers.

3. Get Pre-Approved For A Loan
It is a must that you get pre-qualified for a loan before you start viewing homes with the serious 
intention of  buying. The pre- approval process involves communicating with a lender and 
authorizing them to examine your  current financial situation and credit history. On the basis of this 
examination the lender will provide you with a  document that details how much you can borrow
to buy a home.
The benefits of pre-qualification include:

• You’ll have information about what you can afford and be able to plan accordingly
• As a qualified, motivated buyer you’ll be taken more seriously when you make an offer on a home
• Lenders can tell you whether you qualify for any special programs that will enable you to afford a 

better home  (particularly if you’re a first-time buyer)
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4.View Homes and Select THE ONE
While Courtney will set up a personal home 
search for you in the proper MLS system (There 
are four MLS’s in the 11 Counties she covers) –
feel free to look at the consumer Real Estate 
websites as well.   They are about 80 percent 
accurate with inventory and very inaccurate when 
it comes to home estimates.  Courtney can assist 
you with any home that you see on the consumer 
sites but chances are she has probably already sent 
it to you via the personal search she has set up.  
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5. Make an Offer & Negotiate

Now that you’ve found the home you’d like to  buy, 
it’s time to make an offer. The New Jersey  
Association of Realtors (NJAR) has developed the  
contracts that are used for transactions in New  
Jersey. These contracts enable you to specify a  sale 
price and also include many clauses for  specifying 
various terms of purchase, such as the  closing and 
possession dates, your deposit  amount, and other 
conditions per your desires. 

Once you’ve written the offer, Courtney will present

It’s very important to view homes in person as soon as they hit the market.  While their property 
details may seem similar online, homes  can actually be very different in terms of layout, design, 
workmanship and other aspects. In addition, you should  ideally view homes with the help of an
experienced and eagle-eyed REALTOR®, like Courtney, who’ll notice things you  might miss, provide
expert analysis, and act as an impartial sounding board.

it to the seller and/or the seller’s representative. At that point the seller can accept your offer, reject it or
counter it to initiate the negotiation process

Successive counter-offers, with deadlines for responding and meeting conditions, will be exchanged 
between you and  the seller until a mutually-satisfactory pending agreement is reached or the
negotiations breakdown.



7.Start The Financing Process

You’ve made an offer and it's cleared Attorney 
Review, which means  you’re now in control. But 
you have a few pre-closing responsibilities, and  
these include staying in control of your credit and 
finances, first and  foremost. You will need to verify 
with your lender that all mortgage  funding steps 
are started and lender that you have the settlement  
statement, certified funds, and evidence of 
insurance lined up prior to  closing. This means.

6. Attorney Review Period

Once you have a “meeting of the minds” on price and 
terms with the homeowner  and both parties have signed 
all documents such as the contract itself, Opinion  26, 
Lead Based Paint Statement, Sellers Disclosure and any 
addendums  - New Jersey requires an “Attorney Review” 
period

During this time your lawyer performs “due  diligence”. 
He or she will review and make changes to  the sales 
contract by sending riders back and forth to  the seller’s 
lawyer. It’s very important for you and your realtor to be
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finalizing your down payment, interest rate, regular payment schedule and any other financial 
conditions associated with the closing.

As noted in the section on loan pre-approval, if you’ve already been qualified with a lender for a certain 
loan and home purchase, this phase of buying your new  home should be a relatively straightforward 
matter that centers on finalizing the  loan details and signing the mortgage papers.

As the old saying goes, ‘let the buyer beware’. Particularly in these times, when so  many buyers are 
suffering the consequences of having not fully understood their  financing decisions, it’s crucial for you 
to work with people you trust. In this regard,  a good REALTOR® can be a true friend for life

copied on these riders so everyone knows what is going on. Remember, it’s your money being spent. 
You need to agree to these changes, too.

Typically your attorney will charge you a flat fee on the transactions that is due at  closing however it is 
not uncommon for the attorney to ask for part of the fee up front  especially on REO, Foreclosures and 
Short Sales.



8) Inspections and Appraisals
Home Inspection

You should have a property inspection that will  hopefully expose all the 
issues a home might hide. This way you’ll know exactly what you are  
getting into before you sign closing papers. Your main concern is the 
possibility of structural  damage. This can come from water damage, 
shifting ground, or poor construction when the  house was built. And 
remember, don’t sweat the small stuff. It’s the inspector’s job to mark  
everything discovered, no matter how large or small.

Things that are easily fixed can be best overlooked. In case you have a 
big problem show up in your inspection report,  you should bring in a 
specialist. And if the worst-case scenario turns out to be true, you might 
want to walk away from  the purchase. Again, this is your home, so 
work with Courtney and make the best decision for you and your family.
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Courtney can provide you with names of home inspectors working in your area, but you are  
responsible for verifying that the inspector you hire meets your requirements. 

Appraisal

Appraisers are ordinarily employed by the lender to verify the value of the property before the lender 
proceeds with  your loan. Some loan programs ask the appraiser to identify property defects the 
appraiser observes. Be aware that  appraisers are not required to have the type of technical knowledge 
that home inspectors have and thus do not  consider the appraisal a substitute for a home inspection or 
other test.

9) Title Search  

Your attorney orders this a couple weeks prior to 
closing. It is a  historical review of all legal 
documents relating to ownership of the property –
to  ensure that there are no claims against the title 
of the property. It is also necessary  to purchase Title 
Insurance in case the records contain errors or there 
are mistakes  in the review process. The preferred 
Title Insurance company in the area is



14) Home Owners Insurance

Property Insurance – You can’t close without insurance. You must secure the  insurance of your home to 
satisfy the mortgage company and of course for  your own protections a few days before closing.

15) Movers

You may want to inquire about movers well in advance. But you  don’t want to confirm the movers until 
you know for sure that  the closing does, in fact, have a definitive date. There are many,  many movers in 
the area but we have found one company that is  extraordinarily honest, efficient  and  affordable is:

16) Utilities

Utilities – It is important that the Electric, Gas, Cable, Water and Telephone companies be notified of your  
move in date so that they can set up accounts and have you in working order on closing/move-in day.

17) Walk Through

The Final Walkthrough – you’ll be given the chance to look at the home to make sure it’s in the same  
condition as when you signed the sale agreement.

18) The Closing

If you’ve efficiently taken care of everything connected with purchasing your new home, the experience 
of  taking ownership will be a positive joy with no surprises.

The Closing typically, on the Settlement Date you’ll go to a lawyer’s office to verify and sign all the 
paperwork  required to complete the transaction. The settlement will include paying your closing costs, 
legal fees,  property adjustments and transfer taxes. At that point, you’ll receive the keys to your new 
home, property title  and copies of all documentation pertaining to the purchase.
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Home Inspection Checklist

Exterior:
Roof/Attic:
Are there shingles missing?
Is there flashing and trim installed?
Are there any signs of leaks?
When will the roof need to be replaced?

Foundation:
Are there visible cracks on the outside walls?
Are there any trees near the foundation?

Yard:
Does the drainage slope away from the house?
Are there any soggy areas you can identify?
Are the walkways and driveway in good condition?

Interior:
Appliances: (If included)
Do the appliances appear to be well-maintained?
What are the ages of the:
Refrigerator? ___
Dishwasher? ___
Oven? ___
Are there any leaks under the sinks?

Structural Elements:
Has there previously been a fire in the home?
Do the walls show vertical or horizontal cracks?
Are there any stains on the floors, walls or ceilings?

During the initial home tour, you should mark down specific areas of the house that you 
want your inspector to examine more closely. Use the checklist below to guide you as you 

take a look through the house

Ventilation and Sub-Systems:
Does the house smell? Can you identify the source?
Do the heating and AC systems appear to be 
working?
Does the water heater produce enough hot water?
Is there a working exhaust fan in the kitchen?

Miscellaneous:
Electrical:
Do all the switches work?
Is each outlet properly grounded?
Do the ceiling fans work?
Has the electrical panel been recalled?

Plumbing:
Are there any unusual noises?
Do the faucets and other fixtures have enough 
pressure?

Garage:
Check all of for signs of damage or wear:
Slab
Walls
Ceiling
Vents
Garage Door
Lights
Openers
Windows
Roof
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Closing Checklist
Immediately upon acceptance of the final contract:
 Order a homeinspection
 Order a Termite Clearance Letter (although no longer required, still recommended)
 Determine if you would like a radon inspection and order it from the home inspector
 Provide your lender with a copy of the contract and discuss locking in your interest rate

During the homeinspection:
 Take any measurements for furniture, window treatments, appliances, etc. that you may need
 Take any photos of the house, if desired
 Ask the home inspector any questions you may have concerning the home’s condition or construction
One to two weeks following the acceptance date of the final contract:
 Have Courtney create a list of items, noted by the home inspector, that you request the seller to remedy
 Reserve a moving truck or schedule a moving service
 Schedule the closing date with the attorney
 Notify lender to orderappraisal
Two weeks before closingdate:
 Contact insurance company to set up homeowner’s policy to be in effect day of closing
 Call lender and inquire if additional information is needed
 Get a change of address package from the post office and begin notification process

One week before closing:
Make contact with lender to ensure that closing date is on schedule
 Get directions to closing attorney’s office
 Schedule utility transfers
 Request certified funds for closing
Three days beforeclosing:
 Ask closing attorney for the Pre- Closing Disclosure
 Verify that repair items in the inspection amendment have been addressed
 Consider purchasing title insurance and discuss the benefits with your real estate agent
 Request all copies of the paperwork from the closing attorney if you plan to read each one in detail,

since there will not be  time to read over everything at the closing itself

Day before closing:
 Conduct a walk-through to verify the condition of the house is the same as when placed under contract
 Be sure to double-check that inspection items have been addressed
 Review updated Termite ClearanceLetter
 Get certified funds forclosing
 Review the Closing Disclosure to verify that the terms of the contract are correct
Day of closing:
 Bring photo ID
 Bring certified funds
 Bring copy of insurancepolicy
 Bring any additional documents requested by the lender
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Make sure that all agreed upon repairs are completed professionally and thoroughly. 
 Do all faucets still work? Does the hot water come on quickly enough?
 Let the water run for at least a minute. Is there any sputtering or rust colored water? 
 Check the pipes under the sinks for new leaks
 Check the hot water heater and any exposed pipes in the basement for leaks.
 Check the toilets. Do they flush quickly?
 Partially fill the sinks and bathtub and let them drain. Do they drain quickly? 
 Check for leaks. If you can, check for leaks behind the kitchen appliance where they 

are connected to the plumbing. Are there puddles of water around the appliance?
 Are there any new scratches or gouges on the front of any kitchen appliances?
 Check all burners on the stove and see if the oven still works
 Test the range hood exhaust fan
 Test the garbage disposal
 Turn on heat and AC and make sure all registers blow hot/cold air
 Check wood and linoleum floors for new deep scratches (not normal wear and tear) 

and check tile floors for new cracking or stains.
 Check for broken or cracked windows or glass doors
 Test all outlets with your outlet tester or a multimeter
 Test all light switches (including dimmers) and fan switches
 Test all light fixtures
 Test the circuit breakers by turning them off then on again- They should be stiff. If they 

are too loose you might need to replace the breaker.
 Check porch/driveway lights
 Personal belongings. If your contract stipulates that the home should be free from all 

the homeowners personal items the make sure they are all cleared out.
Make sure all outdoor lights and outlets work
Make sure the pool filter, hot tub controls etc work as they did during inspection
 Look for badly damaged landscaping, uprooted bushes etc
Make sure gates for fences open and close properly or as they did during inspection
 Look for newly broken shingles, siding, or paving stones that could have been 

damaged during the move
 Visually inspect the gutters and downspouts for new damage
 If it rained recently, look for pools of water along the edge of the wall, or in front of 

basement windows
 Is the home broom clean? Are there any major spills or stains?



Post Closing Checklist
You’ve just closed your house purchase–now what? 

Of course, there’s the packing, unpacking and  decorating. This checklist will help you stay on 
track.

Determine your moving needs, including:
 Movers or a van (donate items you will not take with you in the move prior to obtaining an 

estimate)
 Boxes (include a variety of sizes and divided containers for glassware)
 Packing paper, tape and markers to identify boxes
 Consider moving special breakables yourself, if possible
 Have paper towel, bathroom tissue, plastic cups and other necessities available for use on 

moving day
 Measure doors, hallways and stairways prior to moving day to be sure they will 

accommodate your  possessions
 Save your receipts – you may be able to deduct some moving expenses
 Get the names and addresses, payment dates, account numbers and amounts you have to 

pay for your  mortgage, taxes, condo maintenance and utility charges.

Create your change of address notification list, including:
 The post office
 Employers
 Doctor and dentist offices
 Benefit providers
 Magazine subscriptions
 Auto and home insurance

 Change your driver’s license and your registration information with the Department of Motor 
Vehicles.  

 Get to know your neighborhood: the closest grocery stores, pharmacies, police and fire 
stations, hospital. 

 Ask your realtor or loan officer for recommendations for veterinarians and other 
professionals.

 Call your local government office to identify garbage and recycling days.  
 Change the locks, or at least the tumblers, on all doors.
 Consider upgrading the locks to deadbolts for greater home security.
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Moving Checklist
What to do Before you Move?

Two months before moving
 Sort through your belongings to reduce the number of things to  

move.  Have a garage sale or donate items you no longer need.

 Decide whether to move yourself or hire professionals. Make reservations with a
moving company or truck rental company. Tip: Call three companies for estimates
to compare.

 Gather packing supplies: boxes, packing material, tape, felt markers, and scissors.

 If you’re moving a long distance, make travel arrangements with the airline, hotel,
and rental car agency. If you’re driving to your new home, get maps and plan your
travelroute.

 Save all moving receipts. Some moving expenses are tax deductible. Check the
current tax code for requirements.

 Place your legal, medical, financial, and insurance records in a safe and accessible
place.

 Purchase insurance coverage for valuables to be moved.

One month before moving

 Start packing items that aren’t regularly used such as off-season clothes and  
decorations and items in storage areas (garage, attic, and closets).

Make travel arrangements for your  pets.  If you’re 

driving, get your car

tuned up.

 Get medical records from your doctors, dentist, optometrist, and  veterinarian. 

Send items (rugs, drapes, clothing, quilts, bedding) to the  cleaners.

 Back up important computer files to disk, USB, Cloud etc.
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One week before moving
 Pick up items from the cleaners, repair shops, or friends.
 Pack a survival kit of clothes, medicines, special foods, etc. to carry you through  the 

day while you unpack.
 Finish packing all boxes minus what you’ll need in the final

week.  Inform the post office of your upcoming move.

 Send change-of-address cards with your new address and phone number to:
 Friends and family
 Banks, insurance companies, credit card companies, and other financial

institutions  Magazines and newspapers
 Doctors, lawyers, accountants, realtors, and other service providers
 State and federal tax authorities and any other government agencies as

needed  Workplace, schools, and alma maters

The day before
 Set aside moving materials, such as tape measure, pocketknife, and  rope.  

Pad corners and stairways of house.
 Lay down old sheets in the entry and hallways to protect floor  

coverings.  Remove hanging fixtures.
 If you are moving yourself, pick up the rental truck and a dolly to move  heavy

boxes.
 If you are driving, check oil, tire pressure, and gas in your car.
 If you are flying, make sure you have tickets, charge cards and other essentials.

Two weeks before moving
 Contact your utility companies and notify them of your  move.  Sign 

up for services at your new address.
 Contact your long distance phone company and notify them of your  move.  Call 

friends and family and recruit help for the moving day.
 Confirm your travel reservations.
 Arrange to close or transfer your bank account, if appropriate. Pick up items  you’re  

your safety depositbox.
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Moving Day
Carry with you:
 The keys to your new home.
 A map of your new town and directions to your  home.  The telephone

number of the moving company.
 Cash or traveler’s checks.
 Documentation related to the sale of your home. Your 

insurance  policies and agent’s phone number.
 Your current address book or personal planner. Prescription

and non-prescription medicines.
 Enough clothing to get by if the movers are late.
 Any items of great personal value to you that are virtually irreplaceable.  Back-

up copies
of important computer files.

 Sheets, towels and personal hygiene items for the first night in your new
home.

Arrival Day
 Show movers where to place furniture and boxes.
 Check inventory to ensure that everything was delivered before 

signing delivery  papers.  Note any damages on the inventory sheet.
 Unpack any valuable items, such as silver, art, and 

jewelry, upon  arrival.  Inform the post office of your 
upcoming move.
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Kitchen
 Cupboards

 Closets

 Drawers

 Box numbers for kitchen:

Dining Room

 China cabinet orhutch

 Light fixture and lamps

 Furniture: table andchairs

 Box numbers for diningroom:

LivingRoom

 Bookcases andcontents

 Entertainment center and contents

 Lamps

 Furniture: couch, chairs, andtables

 Box numbers for living room:

Family Room

 Bookcases andcontents

 Entertainment center and contents: stereo,

 Knickknacks andartwork

 Lamps

 Furniture: couch, chairs, andtables

 Box numbers for familyroom:

Master Bedroom
 Closets

 Dressers and contents

 Furniture

 Box numbers for Master bedroom

Bedroom #2
 Closets

 Dressers and contents

 Furniture

 Box numbers for bedroom #2:

Bedroom #3
 Closets

 Dressers and contents

 Furniture

 Box numbers for bedroom #3:

Bedroom #4
 Closets

 Dressers and contents

 Furniture

 Box numbers for bedroom #34

Bedroom #5
 Closets

 Dressers and contents

 Furniture

 Box numbers for bedroom #35

Packing List By Room
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Bathroom - Master
 Cupboards and contents

 Linens and towels

 Knickknacks and wallhangings

 Box numbers for bathroom:

Bathroom  - 2
 Cupboards and contents

 Linens and towels

 Knickknacks and wallhangings

 Box numbers for bathroom:

Bathroom  - 3

 Cupboards and contents

 Linens and towels

 Knickknacks and wallhangings

 Box numbers for bathroom:

Powder Room
 Cupboards and contents

 Linens and towels

 Knickknacks and wallhangings

 Box numbers for bathroom:

Basement
 Cupboards and shelves

 Box numbers for basement”

Study/Office

 Computer equipment:

 Desk and contents

 File cabinets and content

 Box numbers for study/office:

Sunroom
 Bookcases and contents
 Lamps
 Furniture: couch, chairs, andtables
 Box numbers for living room:

Attic
 Trunks

 Boxes

 Box numbers for 

Garage

 Yard equipment and garden tools

 Home maintenance equipment andtools

 Box numbers for garage: 

Storage  Building
 Lawnmowers

 Yard Supplies

 Tools

 Box numbers for storage  building

Packing List By Room
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Packing Tips

 Gather boxes in all sizes from friends, neighbors, and stores
 Collect cushioning material such as bubble wrap, Styrofoam pellets, 

furniture   pads, old blankets, plastic bags, tissue paper, newspapers, and 
small towels to sue  as  padding inside boxes.

 Create a “portable packing kit” with marking pens, a tape measure, packing 
tape,  twine, and scissors.  Carry it with you as you pack up items around 
your home.

 Reinforce the bottom of boxes with extra tape for added strength.
 Label each box with the name of the room in your home where it should be  

placed.
 Number the boxes and keep a list of which boxes goes in which room in 

your  new home.
 Label boxes containing fragile items with large red lettering.
 Place china in plastic bags and stack plates upright on their sides, not flat.
 Pack your TV, stereo, and computer in their original boxes whenever  

possible.  Keep boxes to 50 pounds or less.
 Pack heavy items into their own smaller boxes and place lighter items 

together  into  larger boxes.  (Don’t pack all your books into one box!)
 Don’t move flammable, combustible, corrosive, or explosive items such as 

paint,  gasoline, and ammunition.
 Pack a bag of personal items you’ll need during the move (change of 

clothes,  toiletries, medicine, maps, food, and drinks). Keep it in an easy-to-
find place   when  you pack.
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Why You Should Have Your Own Real Estate Agent
PROTECTION - A buyer’s agent protects your interests.  Using  the seller’s real estate agent does 

not protect your interests as they for the seller and cannot advise you.   Their loyalty is with 
the homeowners.  

MARKET KNOWLEDGE - A buyer’s agent will know how much the homes you  are looking for 
should cost. They will have experiencing putting together a  comparative market analysis for 
you on each house you are considering.

KNOWING WHAT TO LOOK FOR - Because a buyer’s agent regularly helps  buyers find homes, 
she will have an experienced eye when you visit a home.  Signs of damage or modifications 
will stand out to buyer’s agent and not to  average buyer.

LOCAL AGENT RELATIONSHIPS - The best way to get the best deal on a house is to know 
about it before it hits the market. Buyers agents use their network  listing agents to locate 
homes that match your needs

CONTRACT EDUCATION - Entering into a real estate contract is legally binding and not to be 
taken lightly. A buyer’s agent has written and reviewed many purchase agreements before. 
She will  make sure that it includes contingencies in the right places to allow you to walk away 
from the contract to  purchase if you are not satisfied.

FINANCING - Finding the best mortgage is the key to being a successful homeowner. It could 
mean the  difference between being able to afford your mortgage payments and finding 
yourself underwater or foreclosed.  Your buyer’s agent will be able to not only explain each 
financing option to you but also help you find a great  lender.

NEGOTIATION - Regardless of your price point, negotiation is going to factor into buying a 
home. Since most  homes are listed with a listing agent experienced in negotiating, you want 
to make sure your financial interests  are equally represented in the negotiations. Aside from 
straightforward negotiations, buyer’s agents employ  certain “tools of the trade”.

IT’S FREE! - A buyer generally does not pay any money out of pocket for the services of a real 
estate agent.  Agent commissions are typically paid by the seller.
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Home Buyers Are Our Specialty
At Keller Williams Towne Square our number one 
priority is to cater to the needs of our customers 

before anything else.
Here at Keller Williams Towne Square we have the 

most experienced agents who work hard to ensure you 
get the best prices and meet your goals, whether

you are buying or selling.

W H Y
K E L L E R W I L L I A M S
T O W N E  S Q U A R E

In Partnership With You
At Keller Williams, you’ll find a refreshing  

entrepreneurial spirit and I will have the autonomy to  
make business decisions regarding your home that are  

in your best interests.

For instance, do you realize that at other firms,  
telephone and internet inquiries may be answered by  
someone completely unfamiliar with your home? At  

Keller Williams we believe Courtney knows your  
home best and is better qualified to handle these  

inquiries.

Keller Williams Towne Square
is made up of a who’s who of Realtors 
in Central New Jersey.   growth is only 
part of the story

Our beautiful "State-of-the-Art' 
office is located just off the 

ramp for easy convenience as 
our office covers all of 

Somerset, Morris, Hunterdon, 
Essex, Union, Middlesex 

counties and more.

Keller Williams Realty’s
Family Reunion 2017
Las Vegas, Nevada
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W H Y Courtney Orlando Group
Realtor® - Sales Associate

The Courtney Orlando Group covers Somerset, Hunterdon, Morris, Essex, Union, Middlesex, Mercer, Monmouth, 
Sussex and Warren Counties for buyers.  

Having lived in the area collectively for more than 40 years, their extensive knowledge of the community and its 
various neighborhoods definitely gives them an advantage, and makes them the perfect group to search for homes 
in these counties. 

As residents of Bridgewater, Hillsborough, Edison, Flemington, Three Bridges, and their office being in Basking 
Ridge they are intimately familiar with the various nuances of each neighborhood.  Additionally, they are 
acquainted with and can advise on the local schools and know the joys of raising a family in this part of New Jersey.

Their team of experts represents the best and brightest in the industry, and they’re always striving to lead the field 
in research, innovation, and consumer education. Today’s buyers need a trusted resource that can guide them 
through the complex world of real estate. With their extensive knowledge and commitment to providing only the 
best and most timely information to their clients, they are your go-to source for real estate industry insight and 
advice.

In addition to being a great communicator of activity and advice,  the Courtney Orlando Group provides "cutting 
edge" marketing and technology to  keep you on top of this ever changing real estate market.

Courtney Orlando Group Mission Statement:
Their philosophy is simple: clients come first. They pledge to be in 

constant communication with their clients, keeping them fully informed throughout the entire buying or selling 
process.  They believe that if you’re not left with an amazing experience, they haven’t done their job. 

They don’t measure success through achievements or awards, but through the satisfaction of their clients.
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Courtney is considered one of the top realtors in the area due to her extensive real 
estate expertise, her personal and thorough knowledge of the area, and her detail-
oriented and results-driven approach to the process.

W H Y COURTNEY ORLANDO
Realtor® - Sales Associate
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Since 2002, Courtney Orlando has established herself as one of the most 
prominent and successful real estate agents in the Central New Jersey area.  
She has a proven track record as an exceptionally successful realtor – both as a 
buyer’s and seller’s agent – in all kinds of markets.  Her reputation for client 
satisfaction continues to create repeat and referral business and has cemented 
her standing as one of the most sought after realtors in the area.  
If  you’re looking for instant updates on NEW LISTINGS – notifications on 
reductions and want to be first to hear about New Construction and 
Exclusives within Keller Williams Towne Square and from her peers with 
other companies Courtney is the perfect choice!

Her extensive experience in real estate and deep 
familiarity with the area give her an expert 
perspective that is invaluable to her clients.  She 
will provide clear, candid advice at every step of 
the way, as she guides her clients through the 
process of buying or selling a home. 

Courtney received her New Jersey Real  Estate 
license in 2002 and has gone on to become one of 
the top buyer’s agents in the areas by being 
associated with over 650 transactions. Over 120 in 
2016 and 2017 alone.   

Courtney specializes in the issues facing buyers in this constantly shifting market. 
She previews homes and can immediately assess how a particular home will meet 
a client’s needs, whether it is well-priced, and how to proceed with negotiations.  



Courtney’s Zillow Reviews
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Courtney’s References
Anthony and Anne Rocco, Vice President, Chubb  Insurance  - We worked with Courtney to purchase 
our home. We would use Courtney again and suggest that our friends do the same. Contact Anne at 
arocco@chubb.com.

David Van Hook – Vice President, UPS  - I would highly recommend Courtney for my Real Estate 
purchases and/or sales.  Contact Dave at dvanhook085@comcast.net. 

Elena Inclan – Merck Pharmaceuticals - Courtney is the BEST! We were very lucky to find her and would 
highly recommend her to anyone! Contact Elena at elena_inclan@merck.com. 

Janice Petronella – Owner, State Farm Insurance - Courtney is on top of things! I highly recommend 
working with Courtney, whether you're buying or selling!  Contact Janice at jp@janicepetronella.com.

Tim and Amy Mohn – Merck Pharmaceuticals - Courtney was available when we needed her to be, and 
helped us through the many challenges that home buying and selling can bring. She's proactive and 
knowledgeable.  Contact Amy at amyjoell@yahoo.com.

Jack and Marisa Kennedy – Bridgewater Police Department - She is a great agent to work with and I 
will be referring her to all of my friends. Contact Marisa at mjmanara@hotmail.com

Philip Tomasello,  Self Employed - bought my first house using Courtney. I have since referred her to 
my sister, brother, and many more of my very good friends. When you pick Courtney as your realtor, 
you are picking the best there is.  Contact Phil at philiptomasello@hotmail.com.

Sreejith Narayanankutty,  2 Time Buyer & Seller:   I would recommend Courtney to anyone; she is very 
knowledgeable & really cares for her customers.” Contact Sree at sreejith@hotmail.com.

Joe Raimondo , 2 Time Seller and Buyer : I would say Courtney will do whatever it takes to help your 
sale or purchase go through.”  Contact Joe at jraimondojr1@hotmail.com.

Lauren Clark,  Buyer:  I would definitely recommend Courtney to anyone looking to buy a home.  I 
expect she brings the same level of enthusiasm and professionalism to properties she's selling as well.” 
Contact Lauren at red42386@hotmail.com.

Venkatesh Kaliappat , Seller - She is a great. Very Honest and good ethical person. I would highly 
recommend her based on my experience.”   Contact Venkatash at: venkatj2006@yahoo.com
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A Home Buyer’s Glossary
When buying a home, it’s important to understand some of the key concepts and terms.

Abstract Of Title – A complete historical summary of the public ®will be records relating to the legal
ownership of a  particular property from the time of thefirst transfer to the present.

Adjustable Rate Mortgage (ARM) – Also known as a variable-rate loan, an ARM is one in which the interest
rate  changes over time, relative to an index like the Treasure index.

Agreement of Sale – Also known as contract of purchase, purchase agreement, or sales agreement
according to location or jurisdiction. A contract in which a seller and buyer agree to transact under certain
terms spelled out in writing and signed by both parties.

Amortization – The process of reducing the principal debt through a schedule of fixed payments at regular
intervals  of time, with an interest rate specified in a loan document.

Annual Percentage Rate (APR) - The APR for your home loan is an annual calculation that includes the interest
rate  quoted by your mortgage company plus additional home loan costs such as origination fees and points.
The APR is  always higher than ones interestrate.

Appraisal – A professional appraiser’s estimate of the market value of a property based on local market data
and the  recent sale prices of similarproperties.

Assessed Value – The value placed on a home by municipal assessors for the purposes of determining property
taxes.

Attorney fees: - Both the homebuyer and the seller might have their own legal representation to prepare and 
record legal documents. Frequently, however, where an attorney is acting as a settlement agent, there may only 
be one involved in the closing. Who pays for those services is a matter of contract negotiation.

Attorney Review – Attorney review is a ‘time-out’ period required by New Jersey law. During this time your 
lawyer  perform“due diligence”. He or she will review and make changes to the sales contract by sending riders
back and forth  to the seller’s lawyer. It’s very important for you and your realtor to be copied on these riders so 
everyone knows what  is going on. Remember, it’s your money beingspent. You need to agree to these 
changes, too.

Bank Owned Property – Properties that are taken into a bank’s inventory, after a foreclosure sale. Bank-
owned  property is acquired by a financial institution when a homeowner does not make their mortgage
payments.
Depending on the area these properties then sell at a discounted price, much lower than current home prices.

Buyers Agent - The buyer’s agent is the individual that represents buyers when they purchase a home. This 
agent  negotiates with listing agents representing homeowners to come to a final sale price agreed upon by
both the buyers  and the sellers. The buyer’s agent is paid once a transaction closes normally through a selling 
office commission  determined by the sellers of the home from the sellers proceeds.

Closing – The final steps in the transfer of property ownership. On the Closing Date, as specified by the sales  
agreement, the buyer inspects and signs all the documents relating to the transaction and the final 
disbursements are  paid. Also referred to as theSettlement.
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Closing Costs – The costs to complete a real estate transaction in addition to the price of the home, may
include:  points, taxes, title insurance, appraisal fees and legalfees.

Closing Disclosure (CD)- A document that prove the funds that are being paid at closing. Items that appear 
on the statement include real estate commissions, loan fees,  points, and initial escrow (impound) amounts. 
Each type of expense goes on a specific c numbered line on the sheet. The totals at the bottom of the CD 
define ne the seller’s net proceeds and the buyer’s net payment at closing.  The CD (Formally HUD1 
statement) is also known as the “closing statement” or “settlement sheet.”

Condominium (or Condo) - an apartment house, office building, or other multiple-unit complex, the units of
which  are individually owned, each owner receiving a recordable deed to the individual unit purchased,
including the right to sell, mortgage, etc., that unit and sharing in joint ownership of any common grounds,
passageways, etc.

Consumer Information Statement (CIS) – The Consumer Information Statement, which must be delivered to 
the  buyer or seller at the time of the first meeting, helps explain the working relationships that exist in New
Jersey. The  four business relationships are: buyer’s agent, seller’s agent, disclosed dual agent or transaction 
broker. The  relationship must be declared and acknowledged by all parties.

Counter-offer – An offer, made in response to a previous offer, that rejects all or part of it while enabling
negotiations  to continue towards a mutually-acceptable salescontract.

Conventional Mortgage – One that is not insured or guaranteed by the federal government.

Credit report: - This fee covers the cost of a credit report, which shows your credit history. The lender uses the 
information in a credit report to help decide whether or not to approve your loan and how much money to lend 
you.

Debt-to-Income Ratio – A ratio that measures total debt burden. It is calculated by dividing gross monthly debt  
repayments, including mortgages, by gross monthlyincome.

Disclosed Dual Agent - A listing agent who also represents the buyer on the same property is considered a 
dual  agent. Dual agents cannot operate in a fiduciary relationship with either party and must treat both sellers 
and buyers  equally. They cannot share confidential information but they cannot give confidential advice

Document Preparation: - This fee covers the cost of preparation of final legal papers, such as a mortgage, deed 
of trust, note or deed.

Down Payment – The money paid by the buyer to the lender at the time of the closing. The amount is the
difference  between the sales price and the mortgage loan. Requirements vary by loan type. Smaller down 
payments, less than  20%, usually requires mortgageinsurance.

Earnest Money – A deposit given by the buyer to bind a purchase offer and which is held in escrow. If the
property  sale is closed, the deposit is applied to the purchase price. If the buyer does not fulfill all contract 
obligations, the  deposit may beforfeited.

Equity – The value of the property, less the loan balance and any outstanding liens or other debts
against the  property.

Easements – Legal right of access to use of a property by individuals or groups for specific purposes.
Easements may  affect property values and are sometimes part of thedeed.

Escrow – Funds held by a neutral third party (the escrow agent) until certain conditions of a contract are met 
and the  funds can be paid out. Escrow accounts are also used by loan servicers to pay property taxes and 
homeowner’s  insurance.
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Federal Housing Administration (FHA) - An agency of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development  (HUD). Its main activity is the insuring of residential mortgage loans made by private lenders. The 
FHA sets standards  for construction and underwriting but does not lend money or plan or construct housing.

Fee Simple - The greatest possible interest a person can have in real estate.

Fixed Rate Mortgage – A type of mortgage loan in which the interest rate does not change during the entire 
term of  the loan.

Final and Best – In some multiple offer situations, the seller will request that potential buyers submit only 
one offer  that is their best and final offer.

Flood determination: - This is paid to a third party to determine if the property is located in a flood zone. If 
the property is found to be located within a flood zone, you will need to buy flood insurance. The insurance 
is paid separately.

Foreclosure – The legal process by which a borrower in default under a mortgage is deprived of his or her 
interest in  the mortgaged property. This usually involves a forced sale of the property at public auction with 
the proceeds of the  sale being applied to the mortgage debt.

Home Inspection – Professional inspection of a home, paid for by the buyer, to evaluate the quality and safety 
of its  plumbing, heating, wiring, appliances, roof, foundation, etc

Home warranty: Fee for an insurance policy to protect you from cost of unexpected failures to the major 
systems and appliances in your home.

Homeowner’s insurance premium: This insurance protects you and the lender against loss due to fire, 
windstorm, and natural hazards. Lenders often require the borrower to bring to the settlement a paid-up first 
year’s policy or to pay for the first year’s premium at settlement.

Initial Deposit – Normally a small amount written from a personal checking account that accompanies an initial 
offer  to buy real estate. It is also normally followed by a much larger second deposit after attorney review has 
concluded.

Lead Paint Statement – In 1996, the Lead-Based Paint Disclosure Regulation was enacted. It requires owners 
of  pre-1978 homes to disclose to potential buyers or renters all known information about the presence of 
lead-based paint and/or lead-based paint hazards in the property. It requires that the potential buyer or 
tenant be given the lead information pamphlet, “Protect Your Family From Lead In Your Home.”The option 
of whether to test for the presence of  lead-based paint is left to the owner, so long as a decision not to test 
is disclosed.

Lender’s title insurance: The cost of the lender’s policy, which protects the lender’s investment.

Lien – A claim or charge on property for payment of a debt. With a mortgage, the lender has the right to take the 
title  to your property if you don’t make the mortgage payments.
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Listing Agent –The listing agent is in charge of helping the owners market and sell their home at the highest 
price  possible and best possible terms. The listing agent negotiates with the selling agent to come to a price 
agreed upon  by both the buyers and the sellers, then works with a neutral third party or attorney that 
handles the exchange of  money and documents once mutual acceptance is reached on an offer.

Loan to Value Ratio (LVR) - refers to the amount of financing you are getting in relationship to your new 
home’s  appraised value. For example, an $80,000 mortgage on a $100,000 home has an LVR of 80 percent. 
Using the same  example to illustrate this point, if you finance $90,000 of your $100,000 home, your LVR will 
be 90 percent, initiating  the need for Private Mortgage Insurance (PMI) at an extra cost.

Lock-In - Home mortgage interest rates vary from day to day. A Lock-In or Rate Lock is a commitment issued by 
a  lender to a borrower or other mortgage originator guaranteeing a specified interest rate for a specified 
period of time  at a specifi c cost.

Market Value – The amount a willing buyer would pay a willing seller for a home. An appraised value is an 
estimate of  the current fair market value.

Mortgage Insurance – Purchased by the buyer to protect the lender in the event of default (typically for loans 
with  less than 20% down). Available through a government agency like the Federal Housing Administration 
(FHA) or  through private mortgage insurers (PMI).

Notary: This fee is charged for the cost of having a person who is licensed as a notary public swear to the fact 
that the persons named in the documents did, in fact, sign them.

Opinion 26 – The opinion passed by a subcommittee of the New Jersey Supreme Court in 1992 simply 
mandates  all buyers and sellers to either retain competent legal counsel, or select their own title insurer, and 
review the title  commitment themselves, accepting the consequences of their choice to proceed to closing 
without legal advice  or assistance with respect to the exceptions appearing therein. As the New Jersey 
Supreme Court has previously  stated: Real estate title insurance policies, like other aspects of the transfer of 
real estate are unavoidably technical.
That technicality counsels a prudent purchaser to consult qualified  experts such as lawyers. This document 
MUST be
signed by all buyers and sellers that are repesented by Realtors in New Jersey.

Origination: The fee the lender and any mortgage broker charges the borrower for making the mortgage loan. 
Origination services include taking and processing your loan application, underwriting and funding the loan, and 
other administrative services.

Owner’s title insurance: The cost of the owner’s policy, which protects the homeowner’s investment for as long 
as they, or their heirs, own the property.

Pest inspection: This fee is to cover inspections for termites or other pest infestation of your home.

Planned Unit Development (PUD) - A project or subdivision that includes common property that is owned and 
maintained by a homeowners’ association for the benefit and use of the individual PUD unit 
owners.
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Points: Points are a percentage of a loan amount. For example, when a loan officer talks about one point on 
a $100,000 loan, this is 1 percent of the loan, which equals $1,000. Lenders offer different interest rates on 
loans with different points. You can decide you don’t want to pay or receive points at all. This is a zero-point 
loan. You can pay points at closing to receive a lower interest rate. Alternatively, you can choose to have 
points paid to you (also called lender credits) and use them to cover some of your closing costs.

Possession Date – The date, as specified by the sales agreement that the buyer can move into the property.  
Generally, it occurs within a couple days of the Closing Date

Points - Discount points are used to reduce the loan’s interest rate and origination points may be added to 
cover the  expenses associated with processing a loan. One point equals one percent of the loan amount. 
Consult your lender for  current pricing.

Power of Attorney - A legal document that authorizes another person to act on one’s behalf. A power of
attorney can  grant complete authority or can be limited to certain acts and/or certain periods of time.

Pre-Approval Letter – A letter from a mortgage lender indicating that a buyer may qualify for a mortgage of
a specifi c amount based on a brief and quick review of credit and income. It also shows a home seller that
you’re a serious buyer but it is not as strong as an actual commitment letter.

Pre-Commitment Letter – A more in-depth pre-approval letter - A commitment letter requires hard proof 
of your  financial situation ,including tax returns, W2s and bank statements, and goes through an
underwriter before the letter is written and given to you - the buyer.

Prepaid interest: This is money you pay at closing in order to get the interest paid up through the first of the 
month.

Pre-Qualification - This usually refers to the loan officer’s  written opinion of the ability of a borrower to 
qualify for a  home loan, aftertheloan officer has made inquiries about debt, income, and savings. The
information provided to the  loan officer may have been presented verbally or in the form of documentation, 
and the loan officer may or may not  have reviewed a credit report on the borrower.

Principal -The amount borrowed or remaining unpaid. The part of the monthly payment that reduces the
remaining  balance of amortgage.

Principal Balance - The outstanding balance of principal on a mortgage. The principal balance does
not include  interest or any other charges. See remainingbalance.

Principal, Interest, Taxes, and Insurance (PITI) - The four components of a monthly mortgage 
payment on  impounded loans. Principal refers to the part of the monthly payment that reduces the 
remaining balance of the  mortgage. Interest is the fee charged for borrowing money. Taxes and 
insurance refer to the amounts that are paid  into an escrow account each month for property taxes and
mortgage and hazard insurance.

Private Mortgage Insurance (PMI) - Mortgage insurance that is provided by a private mortgage insurance
company to protect lenders against loss if a borrower defaults. Most lenders generally require MI for a loan
with a loan-to-value (LTV) percentage in excess of 80percent.
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Purchase Offer – A detailed, written document which makes an offer o purchase a property, 
and which may be  amended several times in the process of negotiations. When signed by all 
parties involved in the sale, the purchase  offer becomes a legally-binding salesagreement.

Property taxes – Taxes paid to local and federal governments for your property Usually three 
months of taxes are collected in advance at closing.  

Rate Lock - Home mortgage interest rates vary from day to day. A Rate Lock or Lock-In is a 
commitment issued by a  lender to a borrower or other mortgage originator guaranteeing a
specified interest rate for a specified period of time  at a specific c cost.

Real Estate Agent - A person licensed to negotiate and transact the sale of real estate.

Real Property - Land and appurtenances, including anything of a permanent nature such as
structures, trees,  minerals, and the interest, benefits, and inherent rights thereof.

Realtor - A real estate agent, broker or an associate who holds active membership in a  local real 
estate board that is affiliated with the National As Every  Realtor is a real estate agent – however not
every real estate agent is a Realtor.  

Recording fees: These fees may be paid by you or by the seller, depending upon your agreement of 
sale with the seller. The buyer usually pays the fees for legally recording the new deed and 
mortgage.

Real estate commission: This is the total dollar amount of the real estate broker’s sales commission, 
which is usually paid by the seller. This commission is typically a percentage of the selling price of 
the home.

Real Estate Owned (REO) - a term used in the United States to describe a class of property owned 
by a lender— typically a bank, government agency, or government loan insurer—after an 
unsuccessful sale at a foreclosure auction.

Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA) - A consumer protection law that requires lenders 
to give borrowers advance notice of closing costs.

Right of First Refusal - A provision in an agreement that requires the owner of a property to give 
another party the first opportunity to purchase or lease the property before he or she offers it for 
sale or lease to others.

Second Mortgage - A mortgage that has a lien position subordinate to the first mortgage.

Settlement - The actual closing where transfer of ownership takes place.  

Settlement Fee - This fee is paid to the settlement agent or escrow holder. Responsibility for 
payment of this fee can be negotiated between the seller and the buyer.
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Short Sale – A short sale is a sale of real estate in which the proceeds from selling the property 
will fall short of the balance of debts secured by liens against the property, and the property 
owner cannot afford d to repay the liens’ full amounts and where the lien holders agree to 
release their lien on the real estate and accept less than the amount owed on the debt. Any 
unpaid balance owed to the creditors is known as a deficiency. Short sale agreements do 
not necessarily release borrowers from their obligations to repay any shortfalls on the loans, 
unless specifically agreed to between the parties.

Survey - A drawing or map showing the precise legal boundaries of a property, the location of 
improvements, easements, rights of way, encroachments, and other physical features.

Single Family Home - A stand alone house also called a single-detached dwelling, detached 
residence or separate house is a free-standing residential building. Sometimes referred to as a 
single family home as opposed to a multi- family residential dwelling.

Title – The right to, and the ownership of, property. A Title or Deed is sometimes used as proof of 
ownership of land. Clear title refers to a title that has no legal defects.

Title Company - A company that specializes in examining and insuring titles to real estate.

Title Insurance – Insurance policy that guarantees the accuracy of the title search and protects 
lenders and homeowners against legal problems with the title.

Title insurance binder: Commitment to issue a title insurance policy at future date.

Title Search– A check of the title records to ensure that the seller is the legal owner of the property 
and that there are no liens or other claims outstanding.

Townhome (or Townhouse) – Normally a multiple-unit complex, the units of which are individually 
owned, each owner receiving a recordable deed to the individual unit purchased, including the right 
to sell, mortgage, etc..However unlike a condominium the homeowner owns 100 percent of the 
land that the townhome sits on – sharing the ownership of the common areas with other property 
owners of same complex.

Transfer tax: This tax is collected in some localities whenever property changes hands or a 
mortgage loan is made, can be quite large and are set by state and/or local governments. City, 
county and/or state tax stamps may have to be purchased as well.

Truth-In-Lending Act (TILA) – Federal law that requires disclosure of a truth-in-lending statement for 
consumer loans. The statement includes a summary of the total cost of credit.
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Towne Square Title Agency is a full-service title agency 
operating in the state of New Jersey covering all 21 

counties. We have been privately owned and operated for 
over xx years, with customized services to meet your 

specific needs. Utilizing the latest technology and state-of-
the-art equipment, our Settlement Agents are licensed and 

have spent many years developing a reputation that go 
above and beyond to deliver the highest quality of service 

to our clients. We are here to service all of your needs, 
professionally, accurately and timely.

Peter Uzzolino
President

Towne Square Tit le  Agency

222 Mount Airy Road
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920

908.331.6713

Kevin Daviau
Direct: (973) 723-7130

NMLS #: 1201420

Maria Baxter-Foley
Direct: (908) 642-7962
NMLS #: Coming Soon
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Courtney Orlando  
Realtor®-Sales Associate

222 Mount Airy Road, Basking Ridge, New Jersey 07920 
908.766.0085(Office)

732.921.1825 (Cell)
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